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About This Game

We bring to your attention a racing arcade, which perfectly suits in order to brighten up your evenings. In the game it is
necessary to do the things like in any other raci 5d3b920ae0
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OS: Windows XP
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Don't waste time and money on this, it doesn't even worth it's low price TBH ! Very poor top-down view racing game which
could have been promising as a great fan of this genre. Unfortunately, there is no custom Unity controls and game doesn't take
care of the settings (probably using hard-coded settings), there is only music and engine sounds barely there, not good for a
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racing game. But the worth of all : as soon as you're 20th, you'll never catch a better spot as even with two full lap ahead, you'll
stay 20th. if you miss a very tight checkpoint (the horiz. lines on the track which change color when crossed), but it's very easy
to get way off track. Opponents are ridiculous and so easy to beat, there is no skids or slides :(. Very very disappointed, better to
stay with great games like Death Rally or Super Cars 2 (old time glories, these two are super amazing, get them if you're never
played them) or Skidmarks 2.. Only WASD controls that I can see, which to most might be okay but no stick? Could of been a
neat little time killer for 2.5$ but isn't. And yes falling behind you are doomed to stay behind. Steam need a Yes, no and meh
choices on the reviews, not a terrible game but could have been better in my opinion with a stick.
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